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New interpolyelectrolyte complexes (IPEC) between Eudragit
®

EPO (EPO) and Carbomer 940 (C940) were

synthesized for assessment as controlled-release delivery carriers for oral systems. Depending on the struc-

tural properties, the resulting IPEC were distinct from the individual (co)polymers and their physical mixtures

in terms of their swelling profiles in media simulating the gastrointestinal tract. Changes in structure and com-

position occurring within the polycomplex matrix on swelling were studied by IR spectroscopy, MT-DSC

(modulated temperature differential scanning calorimetry), and elemental analysis. The mechanism underly-

ing the transport of the model drug ibuprofen from the polycomplex matrix was identified.
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Studies creating oral carriers for the controlled transport

of drugs to the site optimal for their absorption in the gastro-

intestinal tract (GIT) have current relevance. However, the

introduction of new synthetic polymer compounds is associ-

ated with a risk of unpredictable toxicity, which is generally

due to residual monomers, organic solvents, and oligomeric

fragments of polymer chains formed by metabolic processes

[1 – 3]. In this regard, modification of the structures of poly-

mer excipients which have been widely used for decades,

without using physiologically unsafe chemical reagents, is

one of the most promising approaches to generating con-

trolled changes in the properties of polymers. One such pos-

sibility consists of preparing interpolyelectrolyte complexes

(IPEC) consisting of oppositely charged macromolecules.

This type of physical modification of polymer structures re-

sulting from the formation of intermolecular ionic bonds is

frequently additionally stabilized by proton-acceptor and hy-

drophobic interactions and produces new compounds with

controlled changes in their properties [4, 5]. It is evident that

the products of this type of interaction between two polymers

can only result in decreases in toxicity, because of screening

of chemically active ionogenic groups.

We have reported the first studies and characterization of

a new IPEC based on Carbomer 940 and the intestinally sol-

uble copolymer Eudragit
®

EPO [6, 7].

The aim of the present work was to assess the possibility

of using this polycomplex based on Carbomer 940 and

Eudragit
®

EPO as a carrier for oral, controlled-release trans-

port of a model drug, i.e., ibuprofen.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Studies were performed using Eudragit
®

EPO (EPO)

from Evonik Röhm GmbH (Germany) with a mean molecu-

lar weight of 150,000 and Carbomer 940 (C940) from Federa

(Belgium) with a mean molecular weight of 1,500,000. Prep-

aration of polyelectrolyte solutions was based on the mean

molecular weights of the copolymer units. The polycomplex

was synthesized and purified as described previously [6, 7].

The model drug was ibuprofen (Sigma, USA).
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Preparation of polymer matrixes, evaluation of their

swelling kinetics, and assessment of ibuprofen release were

performed as described previously [8, 9]. IR spectra were re-

corded using samples pressed into KBr tablets on a Bruker

FT-IR Vector 22 instrument (Germany). IPEC compositions

were determined by elemental analysis for C and N using a

CHN-3 analyzer (Russia). Samples were analyzed by modu-

lated temperature differential scanning calorimetry

(MT-DSC) using a model 2930 calorimeter from TA Instru-

ments (England) over a temperature range from –20°C to

160°C at a rate of 2°C�min. The apparatus was calibrated us-

ing indium.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The transport properties of matrix carriers are known to

depend on their swelling characteristics in physiological me-

dia [3]. Thus, we determined the extent of swelling of

polycomplex matrixes in conditions simulating passage

through the GIT. Comparison of the characteristics of indi-

vidual polymers, their physical mixtures, and the C940�EPO

polycomplex demonstrated significant differences in their

behavior (Fig. 1). One of the components of the IPEC, C940

(polyacrylic acid with a low level of cross-linking), has high

swelling capacity. C940 showed a greater level of swelling

than the physical mixture of polymers and the polycomplex.

The other component of the polycomplex, EPO, dis-

solves in acidic conditions simulating the stomach in 30 min,

such that its swelling could not be assessed. The physical

mixture of (co)polymers swelled uniformly over 6 h in phos-

phate buffer simulating the intestinal medium, which was

due to the presence of C940, though the extent of swelling

was smaller, perhaps because of interaction between the

(co)polymers and the formation of a three-dimensional net-

work structure of the IPEC throughout the volume of the tab-

let. Figure 1 shows visual differences between the matrixes

consisting of these polymers, their mixture, and the IPEC.

The photograph of the polycomplex matrix shows its layered

structure consisting of an inner opaque nucleus and a highly

swollen opalescent hydrogel layer. Given that the composi-

tion of the initial C940�EPO IPEC was, on the basis of ele-

mental analysis [7], 1.75:1, we assessed possible compositio-

nal changes in the matrix during the period it was held in me-

dia simulating the GIT.

Thus, elemental analysis was performed at the end of ex-

periments to determine the composition of the polycomplex

in the outer gel layer of the matrix, where there was found to

be a seven-fold molecular excess of C940 over EPO. At the

same time, the inner layer of the tablet was a dense but fully

hydrated gel with a composition of 3:1, i.e., a three-fold ex-

cess of the linked component (Fig. 2a ). Thus, the process of

swelling of the polycomplex matrix was accompanied by

clear compositional differences. The question of possible

structural changes was addressed using IR spectroscopy and

MT-DSC.

The results showed that that the polycomplex was de-

graded in the outer gel layer (Fig. 2b ) as evidenced by the

fact that the IR spectra lacked the characteristic band at

1560 cm
– 1

corresponding to valent oscillation of ionized

carboxyl groups in C940 linked by intermolecular ionic

bonds with protonated dimethylamino groups in EPO [7]. At

the same time, the polycomplex in the inner layer of the ma-

trix did not degrade despite the changes detected in its com-

position. This is associated with the characteristic dispropor-

tionation of the linear copolymer with a radial distribution of

EPO macromolecules from the center to the periphery

throughout the volume of the matrix. Diffusion of the disso-

lution medium front was accompanied by degradation of the

IPEC. The nucleus of the matrix, despite changes in its com-

position, retained its polycomplex structure. It is thus clear

that the opalescence of the outer layer was due to the pres-

ence of unionized EPO macromolecules, which had lost sol-

ubility at neutral pH, on the surface of the swollen

C940 microgel.

These structural and compositional changes in the poly-

complex matrix during passage through media simulating the

GIT were supported by MT-DSC data. Our previous studies

established that the polycomplex composition of 1.75:1 has a

glass transition temperature of 154°C [7]. Thermal analysis

of the outer layer of the gel with a seven-fold excess of C940

showed it to have a marked endothermic effect at 50°C, i.e.,

close to the T
g

of EPO, which is 54.06°C; the absence of the

characteristic T
g

of C940 at 130°C [10] had the result that the

thermal change in the mobility of the network polymer was

also not seen (Fig. 3a, curve 2). The inner layer of the tablet,

consisting of IPEC with a composition of 3:1, conversely,
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Fig. 1. Comparative characteristics of the swelling kinetics of indi-

vidual polymers and the IPEC (a); external appearance of the matrix

at the end of the experiment (b): 1) C940; 2) physical mixture; 3)

IPEC; 4) EPO.



had a marked and unique T
g

at 163.52°C (Fig. 3b, curve 2),

which supports the polycomplex nature of its structure. The

increase in T
g

as compared with the initial IPEC resulted

from the decrease in the proportion of the polycomplex com-

ponent with the lower glass transition temperature (EPO),

which is consistent with published data [11].

The contributions of the structural and compositional

changes occurring in the polycomplex matrix in conditions

simulating passage through the GIT were addressed by

studying the kinetics of ibuprofen release from the matrix us-

ing individual polymers and the C940�EPO composition

(Fig. 4). Given the acidification of the Carbomer-based ma-

trix and the physicochemical properties of ibuprofen, drug

release was slowest with this material. The profile of

ibuprofen release from the EPO matrix resulted from the

drug-copolymer interaction due to opposite charges as de-

scribed in one of our previous reports [8]. The characteristics

of drug release from the polycomplex matrix were due to

possible binding of ionized ibuprofen molecules with EPO

macromolecules freely oriented in the outer layer and located

in so-called “defective” areas of the IPEC in the inner layer

of the matrix.

Thus, physicochemical studies of structural and

compositional changes occurring within the pH-sensitive

polycomplex matrix revealed a putative mechanism for the

transport of a model drug in conditions simulating passage

through the GIT. Studies of the properties of the Carbomer

940�Eudragit
®

EPO IPEC indicated that it may have value in

further biopharmaceutical studies addressing its possible use

as a potential polymer carrier for drugs.
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Fig. 3. DSC thermograms of the outer (a) and inner (b) layers of the

polycomplex matrix after 24 h in conditions simulating passage

through the GIT: heat flow curves (1), reversible heat flow (2), irre-

versible heat flow (3).
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Fig. 4. Profiles of ibuprofen release from the polycomplex matrix

as compared with individual polymers in conditions simulating pas-

sage through the GIT.
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Fig. 2. Elemental analysis (a, b) and IR spectra (c) of the outer (1) and inner (2) layers of the polycomplex matrix after treatment with media

simulating passage through the GIT.
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